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Empirical Research

A conceptuAl frAmework of integrity

ABSTRACT
This article reports on the findings of a qualitative study in which the construction of integrity of some 
business leaders was explored. Data were gathered through ten in-depth interviews with six South 
African business leaders commended to be champions of integrity. A grounded-theory approach to the 
data analysis elicited five themes. These themes and their interrelatedness are discussed in this article 
and a conceptual framework of integrity is proposed. Integrity is conceptualised as a multifaceted 
and dynamic construct based on a moral foundation and inner drive that is managed by cognitive and 
affective processes manifesting various integrity-related behaviours.

Keywords: integrity, integrity assessment, qualitative research, grounded theory, business ethics

Integrity as a psychological construct impacting on workplace 
behaviour is receiving a considerable amount of attention in 
various industrial and organisational psychology domains, such 
as leadership, organisational dynamics, employee wellness and 
employee selection. More specifically, it has been found to be a 
central trait of effective leaders (Craig & Gustafson, 1998; Petrick 
& Quinn, 1997), a principal determinant of trust in organisations 
(Becker, 1998), a component of employee wellness (Harter, 2002; 
Schabracq, 2003), an essential component of productive work 
relationships (Cameron, 2003) and a fairly valid predictor of 
job performance and counterproductive behaviour (Ones, 
Viswesvaran & Schmidt, 1993). It has furthermore been noted 
as one of the constructs in positive psychology (Cameron, 2003; 
Park & Peterson, 2003; Peterson & Seligman, 2004; Schabracq, 
2003).

Primary limitations of and critique against criterion studies 
on integrity and work performance pertain to the construct 
validity of the integrity measures used in these studies (Cullen 
& Sackett, 2004). From the research conducted and the literature 
produced in the past two decades, it is evident that the issue 
of construct clarification with regard to integrity remains 
complex. Despite important research insights into integrity in 
the workplace, many seem to agree that the construct remains 
either too broad or too vague and ill-defined (Becker, 1998; 
Rieke & Guastello, 1995). According to Cullen and Sackett 
(2004), measures of integrity have been developed on the basis 
of a variety of extremely multifaceted conceptualisations of the 
construct, reflecting a mixture of personality characteristics, 
attitudes and values.

Camara and Schneider (1994) attribute the concern about a 
valid conceptualisation of integrity to the fact that the construct 
has been increasingly broadened to the extent that it is now a 
composite of three of the constructs underlying the Big Five 
model of personality. Strong correlations between integrity 
and conscientiousness had initially been found (Hogan & Ones, 
1997; Ones, 1993). Follow-up correlation studies by Ones and 
Viswesvaran (2001) again reported conscientiousness to have 

the strongest correlation with integrity but they also indicated 
significant correlations with agreeableness and emotional 
stability. Becker (1998), however, severely criticises the tendency 
to equate integrity with both conscientiousness and honesty. 
He recognises the interrelationships between these concepts 
but he claims that integrity is conceptually distinct from both 
conscientiousness and honesty and that it therefore merits 
individual attention.

In the positive-psychology domain, integrity has also been 
linked to positive personality constructs, such as courage, 
care, authenticity and honesty (Harter, 2002; Park & Peterson, 
2003; Peterson & Seligman, 2004). In philosophy and general 
psychology, however, integrity is, as opposed to such a 
construct-orientated perspective, conceptualised from a 
developmental perspective (Beebe, 1992; Burleson, 2001; Craig 
& Gustafson, 1998; Josselson, 2000; Rosen & Crouse, 2000; 
Young-Eisendrath & Miller, 2000). Integrity conceptualisations 
held forth in this field can be related to the positive psychology 
constructs mentioned, especially with regard to authenticity 
(McFall, 1987; Schauber, 1996) and to wholeness (Beebe, 1992; 
Rosen & Crouse, 2000).

In light of the variety of perspectives on integrity as a construct, 
we agree with Murphy (2000), who insists on an improved 
construct clarification of integrity, especially because of the 
immense impact of integrity on employment decisions in 
the organisational context. Further to the issue of construct 
clarification in general, South African research related to the 
construct clarification of integrity seems to be very limited. 

Objective of the study

The objective of this research was to explore the constructions 
of integrity of a small number of South African business leaders 
in a work context and consequently to develop a conceptual 
framework (Miles & Huberman, 1994; Mouton, 2002; Silverman, 
2000) of integrity. The aim of this article is therefore to establish a 
general conceptual framework that could serve to conceptualise 
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integrity and its underlying constructs as a basis for the further 
development of theory.

RESEARCH DESIGN

Research approach

Barrett (2003) makes it abundantly clear that sole reliance on the 
quantitative structuring of a psychological variable may limit 
the knowledge and theory-generating claims that can be made. 
Implicit in his argument is the fact that such sole reliance on 
psychometrics and measurement may exclude explicit theory 
on the true psychological meaning underlying the variable of 
study. Poor construct clarification inevitably leads to poorly 
designed and constructed frameworks, typologies and theories 
(Mouton & Marais, 1996). Reflecting on the issue of construct 
clarification with regard to integrity highlighted earlier, the 
argument by Barrett (2003) may ring true and a shift in focus 
may be called for – that is, a qualitative approach to studying 
integrity in the work context.

A qualitative-research approach was therefore deemed most 
efficient in resolving the preceding research objective. 
Qualitative research provides access to and an understanding of 
people’s subjective experiences of a psychological phenomenon 
(Camic, Rhodes & Yardley, 2003), such as integrity. Such 
approach also aligns with the study’s explanatory purpose, 
namely to develop a conceptual framework for understanding 
and working with integrity. According to Mouton (2002), a 
conceptual framework provides a systematic representation 
of a research phenomenon (in this case, integrity) by 
explicating relationships, patterns and regularities within the 
phenomenon. It is explanatory because it defines and explains 
the phenomenon being studied (Silverman, 2000).

Epistemological notions

Assuming a constructivist epistemology (Crotty, 2005) and 
consistent with ontological assumptions underlying critical 
realism (Snape & Spencer, 2004), integrity is studied as a real 
behavioural phenomenon that becomes meaningful as a result 
of people’s understanding of and experience with it. From such 
a constructionist perspective, not only is integrity subjectively 
experienced but it also manifests in socially and contextually 
defined and accepted conventions that facilitate the way in 
which people in the workplace construct the phenomenon. 
Despite postpositivistic ontological and epistemological 
notions reflecting a predominantly interpretive approach in 
this research, philosophical assumptions about theory, reality, 
theory development and knowledge creation, which fluctuate 
between positivism, postpositivism and postmodernism, are 
also evident in this study. This closely resembles the era of 
the “blurred genres” recognised by Denzin and Lincoln (1994; 
2000) in their analysis of the periods through which qualitative 
research has developed. In conclusion, where qualitative 
research is the overall research approach of this study, the 
interpretivist stance followed portrays its distinctive theoretical 
perspective (Crotty, 2005).

Research methodology

Constructivist-grounded theory methodology 

Due to this interpretivist orientation, a constructivist-grounded 
theory methodology (Charmaz, 2000; Mills, Bonner & Francis, 
2006) was chosen as best suited to achieving the stated 
purposes of this research. Crotty (2005), Charmaz (2003), Kelly 
(2004) and Maree, Joubert and Prinsloo (1996) regard grounded 
theory as a highly effective methodology in exploratory 
and descriptive interpretivist research. As stated above, this 
research purpose is also, however, explanatory. This relates to 
the primary purpose of grounded theory, namely the discovery 
or generation of a substantive theory (Glaser & Strauss, 1967). 
Constructivist-grounded theory particularly emphasises the 
subjective interrelationship between researcher and research 

participants, resulting in theoretical products that are based on 
their co-construction of meaning (Mills et al., 2006).

Research participants 

The study was initially directed by purposeful sampling (Miles 
& Huberman, 1994) in seeking participants who could contribute 
to the understanding of integrity in the workplace. In the spirit of 
grounded-theory methodology, the sampling strategy followed 
was flexible and iterative (Marshall & Rossman, 1995; Pidgeon 
& Henwood, 1997) and was based on the guiding principles of 
theoretical sampling (Strauss & Corbin, 1990).

In purposefully selecting information-rich research participants, 
sampling was particularly directed by selecting exemplary cases 
(Plummer, 2001; Yin, 2003) (cf. reputational sampling [Miles & 
Huberman, 1994]). The participants were thus selected on the 
strength of recommendations by key informants indicating the 
people to be information-rich and reputable with regard to the 
phenomenon being studied (Ostrander, 1995; Thomas, 1995).

In total, six participants were selected with the following in 
common: (1) They could all be described as business elites (Hertz 
& Imber, 1995) or corporate elites (Thomas, 1995) because they all 
had senior and executive level positions in highly successful 
businesses in the South African work context. (2) They had all 
been referred to the study as champions of integrity in their 
work relationships and business dealings.

Data gathering

In-depth interviewing as a type of semistructured or 
unstructured interviewing technique (Fontana & Frey, 1994) was 
utilised, as it is ideally suited to a grounded-theory approach 
(Charmaz, 2003; Harkess & Warren, 1993; Potter & Hepburn, 
2005; Rubin & Rubin, 1995) and true to the epistemological 
notions in interpretivist research (Kvale, 1996).

Theoretical sampling both directs data collection and is 
directed by data collection to the point of data saturation 
(Strauss & Corbin, 1990) or to the point of sampling to 
redundancy (Durrheim, 2004). In this regard, four follow-up 
interviews concluded a total of ten interviews with the six 
research participants. After the fourth follow-up interview, 
data indicated a point of theoretical saturation.

Data capture and storage

The interviews were tape-recorded with both a digital recorder 
and a cassette recorder (Plummer, 2001; Rubin & Rubin, 1995). 
They were then transcribed by a professional transcriber 
and the transcriptions were reviewed by the researcher with 
due consideration of transcription pitfalls and conventions 
according to Easton, McComish and Greenberg (2000) and 
Lapadat and Lindsay (1999). The transcriptions were imported 
as primary documents into ATLAS.ti, which ensures secure 
and logically structured data storage as well as immediate 
search and retrieval functions (Coffey, Holbrook & Atkinson, 
1999; Henning, Van Rensburg & Smit, 2004; Smit, 2005).

The data were substantiated by field notes compiled according 
to the strategies suggested by Wolfinger (2002). A reflexive 
journal was also kept throughout the data-gathering and data-
analysis process (Bryman & Burgess, 1999; Kelly, 2004).

Data analysis 

The data were analysed according to the original Glaser and 
Strauss (1967) grounded-theory analysis by ascribing meaning 
to the data through the method of constant comparison (Locke, 
2001). The analytical process evolved through four interpretative 
stages of working with the data: generating, integrating 
and delimiting categories, and writing the final theoretical 
framework (Glaser & Strauss, 1967). Strategies of analysis 
suggested by Locke (2001), such as “naming”, “comparing” 
and “memoing”, were used through all four stages of analysis. 
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ATLAS.ti, being particularly functional in grounded-theory 
analysis (Coffey et al, 1999; Henning et al, 2004; Muhr, 1997), 
was used to analyse the data on both a textual and a conceptual 
level (Pandit in Henning et al., 2004).

The data were analysed iteratively and the analysis was 
facilitated through the principle of theoretical sensitivity. The 
following steps present the actual strategies employed during 
the data analysis:

1. The researcher immersed herself in the data by repetitively 
listening to the taped interviews and reviewing the 
transcriptions. Although she ultimately did this with all 
ten interviews, she started the data-analysis process by 
initially focusing on the first three interviews.

2. After thorough familiarisation with each interview 
transcription, it was imported into ATLAS.ti as a primary-
document data set. Each interview was thus managed as 
a separate primary document in ATLAS.ti because not 
all the interviews were completed at the start of the data 
analysis. The initial separation of interviews also made 
the data more manageable and facilitated more efficient 
comparisons within and across interviews.

3. In accordance with the conventional line-by-line analysis 
of the first phase in grounded-theory data analysis, a 
myriad of codes was generated and named from the first 
data sets.

4. Through iteratively adding the other interviews, the 
code list was refined through comparison between and 
among the data incidents and drafted codes. The process 
of refining the code list entailed the identification of new 
codes as data sets were added, the integration of codes 
with similar meaning and the distinction of redundant 
codes from pertinent ones through the comparison of the 
data incidents and codes with the research question.

5. From the start of the grounded-theory analysis, 
explanatory notes and memos were made, which aided 
in the conceptualisation of categories from the code 
list. Conceptual categories were thus developed on an 
increasing level of abstraction as data sets were added 
and as the data-analysis process evolved from the first 
phase to the second and third.

6. As part of the second phase of the analysis, the conceptual 
codes or categories were compared with one another to 
identify and clarify interrelationships. The conceptual 
categories were also compared with existing literature 
related to integrity in order to aid in the grouping 
together of interrelated categories. Graphic memoing 
as well as the creation of code-families and networks in 
ATLAS.ti were undertaken, which facilitated the further 
conceptualisation of categories and the organisation of 
groups of related categories.

7. With the objective of delimiting categories in the third 
phase of the analysis, the groups of categories were 
compared with one another, with existing literature and 
again with the original data sets, memos and field notes. 
Groups of categories were then conceptualised on yet a 
higher level of abstraction, which ultimately resulted 
in the identification and conceptualisation of five core 
themes as a presentation of the construction of integrity 
in the South African workplace.

8. The themes were then conceptually and theoretically 
explicated in detail and in relation to specific data 
incidents to conceptualise the main storyline analytically. 
The analytical story includes the specification of the 
nature and scope of interrelationships between themes 
and their relevant categories.

Assurance of quality and ethical research 

Following the advice of Kelly (2004), the research was subjected 
to a panel peer review during its planning phase. During 
the review, the methodology and specific strategies of the 
data gathering, capture, storage and analysis were explained 
in detail and care was taken to show methodological and 
epistemological congruence in the presentation of the research 
design (Suddaby, 2006). To ensure rigour, trustworthiness and 
authenticity, themes are discussed as they are grounded in the 
data; verbatim extracts from the interviews are thus included 
in the discussion of the themes (Pidgeon & Henwood, 1997). 
The research findings were later also subjected to a panel peer 
review. Ethical issues of confidentiality, of informed consent 
and of the transparency of findings were adhered to through 
the anonymous reporting of the data, through the thorough 
debriefing of the research participants before, during and after 
the interviews and through member checks (Leininger, 1994).

RESULTS

The large amount of rich data that was generated by the research 
participants was grouped into categories, subcategories and 
themes1. According to Locke (2001), the theoretical density of a 
category (or theme) is directly related to the number of properties 
(categories or subcategories) that describe that category or 
theme. The five themes that resulted from the data analysis, 
together with their related categories and subcategories, are 
therefore discussed and the way in which the categories and 
subcategories are clustered around the themes is depicted in 
Table 1. The groundedness or theoretical density of themes is a 
prerequisite for the validity of qualitative data (Dey, 1999; Terre 
Blanche & Kelly, 2004). The scope of this article, however, limits 
the explication of themes and therefore includes only the most 
relevant and illuminating verbatim evidence in the data.

Foundational drives of integrity

The two most prominent categories derived from the data are 
the moral compass and the inner drive. These categories were 
clustered around the theme of foundational drives of integrity.

Moral compass

One of the dominant perspectives on integrity held forth by the 
research participants relates integrity to a life based on moral 
values and principles. Integrity is defined as “are you going to stay 
in your values whatever those are 2”, as “to do things in a particular 
way, according to certain norms and values3”  and as “moral values I 
guess and acting on those moral values”. One research participant’s 
account in particular summarises the view that integrity is 
based on living a morally principled life: “For me integrity it’s all 
about principles really and all about morals and values it’s a whole set 
of things that govern how you do things and do them within whether 
it’s morally legally or otherwise correct and that’s how I would in a 
nutshell look at integrity.”

From the data, it was clear that integrity entails an internalised 
set of values and principles that function as the norms and 
standards that one lives by and that direct all one’s actions 
and decisions. Such a view of integrity relates closely to the 
concept by Lennick and Kiel (2005) of a moral compass. They 
conceptualise every person’s set of personal and internalised 
beliefs, values and principles as constituting their moral 
compass. The notion that integrity is based on a core set of 
values and principles or (to borrow the concept from Lennick 
and Kiel [2005]) on an internalised moral compass is echoed 

1 Although the use of the term “theme” is not frequently found in grounded-theory work, it is used here to simplify the distinction between themes and categories. Such a distinction 
is related to that noted by Terre Blanche and Kelly (2004) and presents a cluster of related categories under a theme.
2 Based on the concern by Easton, McComish and Greenberg (2000) about the use of punctuation in transcriptions, none was used here in order to guard adding unnecessary layers 
of meaning to the text, an issue also discussed by Wolfinger (2002).
3 For the purposes of this article, all Afrikaans excerpts from the interview data were translated into English to aid non-Afrikaans speaking readers’ understanding of the text. Due 
to the limited scope of an article, only the English version of an excerpt is given here.
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in various other perspectives on integrity (Becker, 1998; Craig 
& Gustafson, 1998; Mason, 2000; McFall, 1987; Olson, 2002; 
Putman, 1996).

The moral compass is thus defined as having and living 
according to a core set of values and principles. Integrity is 
ultimately determined by the contextual nature of the moral 
compass and behaviour with integrity is driven by one’s 
willingness to act according to the internalised values, beliefs, 
norms and principles that constitute one’s moral compass.

The question evolved of whether integrity relates to a moral 
compass consisting of a unique, individualised set of values 
and principles or whether it relates to universal principles 
constituting a minimum requirement for integrity. This 
question is similar to one posed by Mason (2001). From the 
data, it was found that integrity reflects both core values 
and universally accepted principles. Although the research 
participants were hesitant to judge others with different values, 
they did emphasise that certain core values and principles reflect 
integrity and that these are shared by all people with integrity, 
regardless of religion or culture. Confirming this finding in 
the data, a variety of scholarly views strongly speaks against 
moral relativism (Locke & Becker, 1998; Mason, 2001), some 
emphasising a set of values and principles generally deemed 
significant by all as the key to integrity (Becker, 1998; Cox, 
Lacaze & Levine, 1999; Lickona, 2001; McFall, 1987). From an 
analysis of the similarities across the conventions of integrity-
related values and principles of the research participants, the 
following value categories were identified as fundamental to 
integrity (see Table 2 for an explication of these values from the 
raw data):

• A people orientation based on the principles of respect 
and empathy

• The will to live a meaningful and purposeful life
• A disposition to life based on an internal locus of control
• An approach to life facilitated by optimism and 

enthusiasm

Inner drive

The research participants’ narratives showed another very 
prominent perspective clearly linking integrity to one’s inner 
needs, aspirations, wants and goals, conceptualised in this 
research as the inner drive. The relevance of the inner drive to 
integrity seems twofold. Firstly, there seems to be a positive link 
between integrity and inner drive: “I think there’s a relationship 
between people with integrity and people who fail in life. Integrity 
must have something to do with drive.” One’s inner wants, needs 
and aspirations thus constitute the motivational forces for 
achievement, progress and hard work that underlie integrity.

Secondly, however, the research participants provided examples 
of how one’s personal needs and aspirations tempt one to act in 
ways that do not speak of integrity but to act in a selfish and 
self-seeking manner. People with a poor sense of integrity are 
described as those who “serve their own personal interests . . . it’s 
about personal gain . . . whether it’s in terms of enriching or whatever 
. . . I look at how I could manipulate the situation for self-interest . . 
. because within that situation I’ve already seen the scope you know 
for me to be able to manipulate certain things to my own benefit or for 
self-interest”. The inner drive therefore also contains the motive 
to act without integrity and to act purely for self-gain.

Integrity is thus driven by personal motives and ideals 
contained in the inner drive as much as it is driven by one’s 
moral compass (one’s values and principles). Personal gain 
achieved in a manner that does not reflect the consideration 
of the universal values incorporated in the moral compass 
provides evidence of limited integrity. Some needs generally 
experienced as part of the inner drive, which frequently 
overpower one’s values and principles and entice one to act in 
a selfish manner, were identified from the data. These include 
the need for survival, the need to win, the need for power, for 
authority and for status and, finally, the need for wealth and 
success. These needs are comparable with those mentioned by 
Furnham and Taylor (2004), Warren (2002) and Harter (2002) in 
their discussions about people who act without integrity.

Theme CaTegories relevanT To eaCh Theme

Foundational drives of integrity moral compass
Integrity reflects core values that are universally accepted:
• A people orientation based on respect and empathy
• The will to live a meaningful and purposeful life
• An internal locus of control
• Optimism and enthusiasm

inner drive

Authenticity (intra and interpersonal) Authenticity
Ulterior motives

Functions of integrity Cognitive functions of integrity moral intelligence
Self-insight:
• Self-knowledge
•	 Self-reflection

affective functions of integrity Conscience
self-regard

Developmental context of integrity • Parental and other role-models
• Religious context
• Cultural and schooling context
• Disciplined upbringing fostering the development of integrity
• Idiosyncratic life experiences

Competencies of integrity Self-motivation and drive
Moral courage and assertiveness
Honesty
Consistency
Commitment
Diligence
Self-discipline
Responsibility
Trustworthiness
Fairness

Table 1
Grouping of categories into five core themes
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Authenticity

Apart from relating integrity to a moral compass and an inner 
drive, the research participants also concurred that living 
an authentic life in relation to the moral compass and inner 
drive is fundamental to integrity. In constructing integrity, 
the interviewees described authenticity as being genuine, 
straightforward and true to oneself. Having integrity means 
that “one should be straight-forward in the way you work with 
others just be yourself”. In this regard, one research participant 
commented on people with integrity as having a sense of “to 
thine own self be true4” . Being authentic seems key to having 
integrity and seems to be what makes it so difficult to attain 
true integrity throughout one’s life: “It’s quite a challenge to be told 
to be true to yourself it’s easier to go with the flow and other people’s 
opinions but in the long run it’s a disaster”.

From the interviewees’ accounts and from existing literature, 
authenticity seems to manifest on both an intrapersonal and 
an interpersonal level. On an intrapersonal level, displaying 
integrity implies being true (or congruent) to one’s inner drive 
and to one’s moral principles and considering both these when 
making decisions. In relation to the inner drive, Peterson and 
Seligman (2004) note that authenticity is attained when people 
are able to express their inner commitments, implicit interests 
and values (Harter, 2002). Integrity also pertains to acting 
authentically to the moral compass. In this regard, McFall (1987, 
p. 6) emphasises that integrity can be understood only if one’s 
relationship with one’s principles and values is authentic: “A 
merely conventional relation to one’s principles seems to rule 
out personal integrity”.

In conceptualising authenticity from the data, it was revealed 
that being genuine, straightforward and true to oneself extends 
to honestly and openly displaying who one is and what 

one’s intentions are on an interpersonal level. This includes 
not having pretences, hidden agendas or ulterior motives 
when interacting with others: “I have enormous respect for him 
because he’s not someone with two sets of information” and “I don’t 
want the clients to wonder what game I’m playing it must just be 
straightforward”. The view of integrity expounded by Harter 
(2002, p. 382) relates to authenticity on an interpersonal level, 
in other words being honest and truthful in one’s actions and 
interactions as opposed to being, inter alia, “concealing . . . 
charading . . . faking, and hiding behind a façade . . . elusive, 
evasive . . . two-faced, manipulative . . . deceitful”.

Functions of integrity

The functions of integrity emerged as another core theme that 
presents a number of categories and explains certain functions 
in the process of developing integrity and a striving for integrity 
throughout one’s life. These categories were clustered around 
the subcategories of cognitive and affective functions of integrity.

Cognitive functions of integrity: Moral intelligence and self-insight

The research participants related integrity to distinguishing 
right from wrong in a particular situation: “Integrity is knowing 
the difference between right and wrong” and “there’s a big sense of you 
need to do what is right”. The ability to know right from wrong 
is based on the knowledge and understanding of generally 
accepted norms and principles and of their applicability to and 
significance in a particular situation (that is, moral knowledge): 
“People often don’t realise that a solution looks easy and that such 
emotional relief is actually cognitively wrong ethics is a cognitive 
thing you must think about it’s not obvious”.

Reflecting on why one should behave in a particular manner 
and thinking about one’s norms and principles and their 

Core value some eviDenCe From The DaTa

A people orientation based on the principles of respect and 
empathy:
The	research	participants’	experiences	of	people	with	integrity	reflected	
that such people have a people orientation based on respect for the 
dignity of other people as well as showing care and consideration for other 
people’s interests and their well-being, in other words empathy.

“if you have values such as you know you respect the dignity of each individual for me you’re a 
man of integrity”

“I would say that would be fundamental respect for people . . . great respect for people, great 
respect for human dignity”

“Personal integrity means knowing that your interests are just as important as mine”

“Someone with few skills who actually acts decently towards others”

The will to live a meaningful and purposeful life:
Stories told by the research participants indicated that people with 
integrity are driven or motivated by a need for meaning and purpose, 
manifesting in attempts to add value, make a difference or, phrased 
differently, contribute to something external to the self.

“Integrity has purely to do with one’s ultimate purpose in life wanting to making a difference”

“What are you doing, why are you doing it and how can you make sense of and find meaning in the 
future?”

“there’s a big sense of you need to do what’s right you need to contribute or there lies happiness in 
being part of something bigger than yourself”

A disposition to life based on an internal locus of control:
The research participants related integrity to an attitude towards life in 
general,	reflecting	a	realistic	and	responsible	approach	to	life,	the	role	that	
one plays in it and the choices that one makes during it. Such an internal 
locus	of	control	furthermore	reflects	the	belief	that	one	is	not	a	hopeless	
being	to	whom	life	happens	but	that	one	fulfils	an	active	role	in	life	through	
the choices that one makes and one’s everyday reactions.

“I’ve got my own mind I want what I want and I do it and if I have to make certain choices I’ll make 
those choices undoubtedly because I’m assertive in a very gentle way you know I’m not hopeless”

“the sense of knowing that my destiny is in my hands . . . you are what you make you know”

“That person will take responsibility for his own life and carry on”

“but there’s always something you can give never think you can’t give anything you sit back and 
you must receive because that’s a very, very bad life attitude”

An approach to life facilitated by optimism and enthusiasm:
Some research participants felt strongly that integrity is displayed in an 
optimistic and enthusiastic approach to life. Optimism and enthusiasm 
pertain to having positive energy (passion) and a positive attitude towards 
life in general, that is believing in a positive future, that problems can be 
resolved and that one is never helpless.

“the second thing I look for in this order is attitude positive attitude . . . positive attitude to doing 
things to getting things done to themselves to their fellow human beings to the jobs they’ve had”

“I’d like to write a book on how to enjoy life and succeed in an imperfect unfair world”

“who’ll be very positive and what’s the word I’m trying to find contributory constructive behaviour in 
a company they’ll encourage their fellow workers”

“you should be grateful for any opportunities that come your way you should try to be positive and 
optimistic and seek the good things in life rather than the bad”

Table 2
Core values that reflect integrity

4 This phrase originates from William Shakespeare’s Hamlet, which Dean (2004, p. 2) implicitly also links to integrity: “To thine own self be true, and it must follow, as the night the 
day, thou canst not then be false to any man.”
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I know who I am, I don’t need anybody to tell me who I am”. Simons 
(2002) also links self-knowledge to integrity, stating that people 
can act congruently with their priorities and preferences only if 
they know what they are.

In the context of integrity, self-insight, however, requires more 
than mere self-knowledge. It requires cognitively processing 
its content component (self-knowledge) through self-reflection. 
In one’s striving for integrity, “obviously by that time you start 
having a lot of self-introspection”. Self-reflection is inevitable 
when striving for integrity despite the fact that it is a difficult 
process: “Look you need to look at yourself and for many people that’s 
exceptionally scary looking at yourself facing yourself”. Self-reflection 
is also particularly evident in the participants’ accounts of their 
integrity development: “It is something that puts you in touch with 
yourself like looking inside yourself”.

Integrity is the ability to judge and evaluate oneself against 
universal values and principles, such as respect and empathy 
and an internal locus of control. Self-reflection is therefore a 
natural consequence of having integrity because it is a function 
of integrity to ensure the alignment of one’s behaviour with 

applicability in a particular situation suggest a cognitive 
process, which Lickona (2001) refers to as moral reasoning. 
Lickona (2001) argues that moral reasoning is the cognitive 
aspect of good character that helps one to understand why it is 
important to act morally by being able to prioritise one’s values. 
Rust (1999) and Carter (1996) also regard moral reasoning as 
part of integrity.

Moral intelligence is therefore represented by both moral 
knowledge and moral reasoning. From the research participants’ 
experiences, it is evident that one should know what is right 
and wrong and learn this throughout one’s life. One should 
also be able to reflect on and to reason which principles are 
more important in any particular situation and why this is so.

The cognitive process of comparing and aligning personal 
and universally accepted values further implies a sense of 
self-knowledge or self-understanding: “I think integrity really 
revolves around understanding yourself . . . I think that if you have 
integrity you must know yourself this is my capacity this is what I’m 
good at this is what I’m not good at . . . know thyself”. A research 
participant spoke about her own integrity as follows: “Because 

CompeTenCy anD CompeTenCy DeFiniTion some eviDenCe From The DaTa

Self-motivation and drive:
An inner drive and energy to set goals and work hard to 
achieve	them,	to	fulfil	commitments	and	to	maintain	or	even	
exceed standards of performance.

“look I think people who know you know that in terms of delivery there’s no doubt about it you’re the type of 
person that will see a thing through”

“a positive attitude to doing things to getting things done . . . you know a can-do attitude an energetic view of 
getting things done”

Moral courage and assertiveness:
The courage to act on and stand up for what one believes 
and to show one’s principles and values publicly and voice 
them.	This	includes	the	courage	of	self-reflection	in	the	quest	
for self-insight.

“trust means that somebody is going to stand up for you when things get rough despite being unpleasant so 
to practise integrity you need balls”

“integrity also meaning having to defend your core values as well if I believe this is an idea or a value that’s 
right you know no matter what would I be given a carrot or would I be threatened or what I’ll stand by it”

Honesty:
Truthfulness with oneself and others about one’s intentions 
and capacity. This includes telling the truth and declaring 
one’s intentions. It manifests in transparent and open 
communication and in sharing information proactively.

“there’s something that you can pick up if you’re looking for it integrity do you tell the truth do you live the 
truth as opposed to the opposite obviously you can pick up the extreme can I use the word bullshitter”

“to me lack of integrity really goes with dishonesty”

Consistency:
The consistent application of and living according to core 
values and principles in all the different areas of one’s life 
(i.e. work and personal life).

“I think integrity means showing yourself in a similar way or showing similar sides often”

“the story I tell you must be the same every time, not different stories”

“it means this person will be predictable . . .”

Commitment:
Perseverance to attain what one has committed oneself to 
doing and to one’s duties, responsibilities and obligations, 
whether it is a public (commitment to others) or a private 
(commitment	to	oneself)	commitment,	and	despite	difficult	or	
otherwise challenging circumstances.

“they’ve impressed me with how they have stuck to their word . . . there are other people that I would 
not touch with a ten-foot bargepole because in every respect they’ve let me down promises not kept 
undertakings not kept”

“the type of person who says what is it that you’re going to do and act on it . . . give me a task and say go and 
do it I’ll find ways even if it means crafting things and doing things in such a way that I can accomplish that 
goal”

Diligence:
The display of a diligent attitude towards one’s work, of 
perseverance in one’s work effort and of an industrious 
character.

“a person who is work-shy cannot be proud and have integrity”

“everything will not be easy sure it will take hard work”

“it was just I really slogged I wanted it so badly . . . I couldn’t afford any luxury to be lazy and stuff like that 
you know I really burnt the candle”

Self-discipline:
Discipline to live according to one’s values and principles 
and to attain what one has set out to do (as expressed in 
one’s inner drive). Discipline to function within the boundaries 
of one’s moral compass, within agreed-upon rules and 
principles and within commitments to oneself and others.

“he is also stricter in terms of his lifestyle more disciplined”

“we all worked extremely hard at our school work farm work and sports activities it had a huge impact on our 
self-discipline”

Responsibility:
The acceptance of responsibility for one’s goals and 
aspirations, for one’s limitations and strengths, for the 
choices	that	one	makes	and	for	the	consequences	of	one’s	
actions. The acceptance of responsibility for other people 
or institutions, for their interests and for one’s role in one’s 
interrelationships with them.

“so there’s control at all times and accountability and nothing has been abused . . . for me power goes with 
responsibility you can’t be in a power position and don’t have responsibility”

“being a talented person comes with both the responsibility towards yourself to protect and live it out but it 
also comes with the responsibility to giving something back”

“so for me integrity means ensuring security, security of the organisation’s finances, its people and its 
processes”

Trustworthiness:
The display of a reputation for keeping one’s word, 
commitments and responsibilities to the effect that others 
can trust one to do what one says.

“anyway integrity in my mind in a business context really means trust can I trust this person can I trust him to 
keep an appointment to be punctual to do as they say”

“by having high integrity you ensure that in future you will be trusted . . . it is a sense of trust”

Fairness:
Fairness,	equitability	and	non-bias	in	one’s	decision	making,	
especially in decisions that involve and impact on others.

“it has to be for everybody else what you apply to yourself must go to everybody else”

“I’ll do it fairly as infrequently as possible with the most justice as I can bring out”

Table 3
Competencies of integrity
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standards within the moral compass (Simons, 2002). Dishonest 
self-reflection equals rationalising one’s behaviour from an 
underlying selfish motive and an inability to realise what the 
impact of one’s decisions and actions is on others. According 
to Lickona (2001), the self-awareness of personal needs and 
expectations is crucial to the balancing of personal needs 
with external normative responsibility towards others. The 
development of this ability leads to integrity.

Affective functions of integrity: Conscience and self-regard

Achieving the ultimate state of integrity seems to be a continuous 
striving even for those who are regarded as having a character 
with high integrity. In this striving for integrity, the research 
participants pointed to their conscience and self-regard as 
prominent affective components that guide their decisions and 
actions. These affective functions of integrity may be linked to 
the second fundamental element of good character as presented 
by Lickona (2001), namely a moral feeling.

The conscience contains an evaluative function that judges 
one’s behaviour against the moral compass, with consequent 
negative feelings if one’s behaviour does not reflect integrity: 
“That feeling of dishonesty stayed with me for many years . . . the fact 
that I remembered it today means that I actually feel quite bad about 
it” and “There are some things I did that I’m ashamed of that will 
stay with me forever”. “You know to have a conscience and to do good 
and be good in whatever I do and to be extremely principled” is an 
integral part of one’s integrity. One’s conscience, however, is not 
only a post-evaluator of one’s behaviour; it is also a proactive 
evaluator or motivator in the sense that it sets certain standards 
that one wishes to live up to: “I would always want to say to myself 
if I do this my conscience just wouldn’t allow me”.

From the data, it became evident that, apart from linking 
integrity to conscience, integrity also relates to an affective 
function of the self, in other words self-regard. In relation to 
integrity, self-regard means a rational and positive sense of 
self. It incorporates being comfortable with whom one is as a 
result of perceived strengths and despite perceived limitations: 
“In knowing yourself in knowing not just what you can do but also 
knowing what you can’t do and be almost sort of comfortable with that 
comfortable to expose that and acknowledge that”.

A number of research participants used examples of people who 
portray a poor sense of self as people with limited integrity. 
Specifically, a poor sense of self is based either on over-inflated 
self-esteem or on feelings of inferiority. Over-inflated self-
esteem results in an exaggeration of one’s strengths, knowledge 
and capabilities. A poor sense of self may result in people 
holding up false pretences to impress others: “If they’re good at 
everything and know everything then you’ve got a problem” and “I 
think he came across a bit too good to be true yes he’s a smooth talker 
you know and it seems something in me said this is too good to be 
true”.

Competencies of integrity

In their narratives about people with integrity, the research 
participants often described behaviour that either reflected 
integrity or did not. Various categories thus emerged from 
the data pertaining to different and related behaviours that 
describe integrity. Eight categories emerged from the data 
that were clustered together to form competencies of integrity. 
These categories reflected behaviours that may be regarded as 
consequent behavioural manifestations of integrity. They are 
explicated in Table 3 as they are grounded in the data.

Development context of integrity

On probing the development of integrity, it became evident 
that, on the one hand, the research participants’ integrity 
development was strongly rooted in their upbringing. On the 
other hand, the narratives from the data provided evidence that 

the research participants’ integrity never seized to develop. 
Integrity thus appears to be shaped in the context of the research 
participants’ upbringing (“integrity starts with the way in which I 
was raised”) and in a variety of situations that permeated their 
adult lives.

In essence, integrity has a developmental and relative nature 
because it is formed and shaped throughout one’s life and is 
contextually determined: “How integrity manifests depends on 
that environment . . . whereas in another environment it will differ 
. . . from environment to environment or situation to situation”. The 
developmental context of integrity also speaks to its relative 
nature, emphasising the point that integrity is developed and 
formed relative to one’s context: “Moral values and integrity are 
relative . . . if you’re starving and your family is starving and there’s 
potatoes in the field next door with nobody watching and you steal 
those potatoes I don’t know if that’s integrity or not but that’s still 
stealing . . .”.

In an effort to describe the developmental context of integrity, 
several categories came to the fore that presented the type of 
context or upbringing that influences integrity development:

• Integrity development is related primarily to parental 
role-models but is also shaped by significant others.

• Integrity development is grounded in the context of one’s 
religion.

• Integrity development is incumbent upon normative 
influences from one’s cultural and educational context.

• Integrity development is fostered by a disciplined 
upbringing.

• Integrity development is impacted on by idiosyncratic 
life experiences.

DISCUSSION

Interpretation

The objective of this research was to construct an understanding 
of integrity by developing a conceptual framework integrating 
the related constructs of integrity. Miles and Huberman 
(1994) regard building a conceptual framework as part of the 
theory-building process in qualitative research and describe 
a conceptual framework as an articulation and presentation 
of the categories and their interrelationships that explain the 
phenomenon being studied. An analysis of the interrelationships 
between the core themes and their related categories presented 
above resulted in a conceptual framework of integrity and 
integrity development, which is presented in Figure 1.

From the results, it follows that people with a high integrity 
can be described as people who have and live according to a 
core set of moral principles, of which at least some can be said 
to be more or less universally accepted as a minimum standard 
for high integrity. Having such a moral compass determines 
people’s propensity to stand firm on their values, beliefs and 
principles. Internalising integrity-related values, such as 
respect and empathy for others, the will to live a purposeful and 
meaningful life, an internal locus of control and an optimistic 
and enthusiastic life approach, all seem to be a prerequisite for 
a moral compass foundational to behaviour with integrity.

The extent of one’s integrity is, however, also determined by 
one’s inner wants, needs, aspirations and goals, as contained 
in the inner drive. The relationship between integrity and 
inner drive initially seemed positive in the sense that strong 
integrity was related to being internally motivated and to living 
congruently with one’s inner wants, needs, aspirations and 
goals. The inner drive, however, also acts as a potential threat 
to integrity because personal wants, needs and aspirations 
may tempt one to act from pure self-interest. A poor sense of 
integrity is related to acting in self-interest, especially when it is 
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a relative and contextual perspective on integrity, however, 
defines it as not being an absolute construct. It would therefore 
seem that, although one may have integrity, one is continually 
bombarded with experiences and choices in life that tax one’s 
ability to retain one’s integrity. In each new environment, work 
context and unique situation, people display behaviour that 
reflects their level of integrity. It is therefore possible that a 
person with high integrity may, in a particular situation, act 
with limited integrity and vice versa. Integrity may ultimately 
be an evolving construct but people’s integrity is judged by 
their day-to-day behaviour.

Various behaviours portray integrity. These have been called 
“competencies of integrity”. The competencies of integrity 
can be regarded as the behavioural consequences of living 
authentically in relation to one’s moral compass and one’s 
inner drive. These behaviours are furthermore facilitated by 
being morally intelligent, having self-insight and a positive and 
rational self-regard as well as being directed by one’s conscience 
in relation to the moral compass.

From the research participants’ constructions of integrity, 
various seemingly anomalous themes emerged that also reflect 
one of the core philosophical debates on the conceptualisation 
of integrity, which is integrity as moral responsibility versus 
integrity as authenticity (McFall, 1987). It was initially 
relatively confusing and challenging to distinguish between 
seemingly opposing categories (such as living in congruence 
with both one’s moral compass and one’s inner drive), while 
simultaneously attempting to integrate these anomalies in the 
conceptualisation of integrity. In attempts to integrate these 
categories, it became evident that integrity can be conceptualised 
only when there is an understanding of the dynamic constructs 
underlying integrity that combine and interact in different 
ways in different situations.

Limitations

As suggested by Locke (2001), a qualitative, grounded-theory 
study is context-specific, which limits the generalisability of 
findings (Guba & Lincoln, 1999). Yet, in qualitative research, 
the transferability of findings to similar contexts is possible 

at the cost of others, or, more specifically, at the cost of integrity-
related values within the moral compass.

Living in congruence with one’s inner drive clearly relates 
to being authentic, another prerequisite of integrity that was 
identified. A dynamic irony is evident in relating a sense of 
high integrity with being authentic yet poor integrity with 
behaviour motivated by self-interest because one cannot be 
regarded as being authentic if one does not act according to 
one’s inner wants and needs. Integrity is therefore driven by 
one’s inner drive as well as by one’s moral compass and, to live 
with integrity, one should be authentic with regard to both 
these foundational drives. Despite being equally significant, 
however, there is a potentially conflicting dynamic between the 
foundational drives of integrity that makes living authentically 
and with integrity a challenging experience. Being driven to 
act from the moral compass may, for example, constitute more 
altruistic and other-focused behaviour at the cost of one’s inner 
drive. Seen from a different perspective, being driven to act from 
one’s inner drive may constitute more self-centred behaviour. It 
seems that, to achieve integrity, one needs to attain a certain 
balance in living authentically in relation to the moral compass 
and inner drive.

From the results, integrity was also related to particular 
cognitive and affective functioning components. It is proposed 
that the functions of integrity facilitate a person’s ability to 
balance the foundational drives of integrity (in other words the 
moral compass and inner drive) and thus the ability to function 
with either more or less integrity. It is therefore proposed that 
moral intelligence and self-insight as well as self-regard and a 
sensitive conscience facilitate integrity-related behaviour.

The development of integrity is rooted mainly in one’s 
upbringing, through which parental and other significant 
role-models within a particular sociocultural context shape 
the moral compass, inner drive and moral intelligence, self-
insight, conscience and self-regard. From the developmental 
context of integrity, integrity should be regarded as an evolving 
trait that is developed and influenced by various contextual 
circumstances that range from childhood until death. Such 

Figure 1
Conceptual framework of integrity and integrity development
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(Leininger, 1994; Mertens & McLaughlin, 2004) and is enhanced 
through a thorough explication of the research paradigm and 
methodology (Schofield, 2002) and the use of a particular 
analytical methodology, such as grounded theory (Silverman, 
2000). The credibility of findings has also been a predominant 
criticism against qualitative research. Credibility in this study 
was therefore addressed through member checking, peer 
reviews and rigorous descriptions of the raw data that support 
the interpretations made (Leininger, 1994; Marshall & Rossman, 
1995; Rubin & Rubin, 1995).

Recommendations

The findings of this research provide a sound basis for the 
development of a substantive theory (cf. Locke, 2001 regarding 
the objective of grounded-theory study) on integrity in the 
South African work context. It may also provide a foundation 
for the refinement or further development of integrity tests. 
Further research may be initiated with regard to confirming 
the proposed conceptual framework in different business 
contexts and through the study of negative cases (Pidgeon & 
Henwood, 1997). Integrity in this research was studied from an 
individual perspective. A systems perspective may therefore 
yield additional significant data explaining situational and 
organisational factors that interact with individual integrity 
constructs to determine behaviour with integrity in various 
work contexts.

Conclusion

The conceptualisation of integrity through the conceptual 
framework that was developed in this research makes a 
decided theoretical contribution to the field of industrial 
and organisational psychology and may have significant 
implications for human-relations management policy and 
practice. Understanding behaviour with integrity in the work 
context provides a sound theoretical basis for the development 
of psychological tools and interventions that are aimed at 
enhancing integrity in an organisational context. The conceptual 
framework provides a basis for the development of assessment 
products and training and of development interventions that 
enhance employee integrity in the work environment. The 
research furthermore adds to the evolving use of qualitative-
research methodology in the field of industrial psychology, 
specifically in the South African context and with regard to 
using an interpretive grounded-theory methodology.
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